
THE REASONS WHY DRIVE THRU CUSTOMERS CHOOSE KFC AND

MCDONALDS

The reasons why drive thru customers choose kfc and mcdonalds description. For all of you drive-thru junkies, ordering
a cheap meal just got a lot thriftier the.

Results shows that waiting time, staff attitude, food quality and food variety all significantly affect customer
satisfaction. Fast food restaurant include a wide range of quick and fast service, brands and take only short
period to serve it. I know quite a few people who'd like to take Texas, draw a line up and just stick to the left.
The demand for ready-to-eat packaged food is also expected to record strong growth in the country. Staff,
community ventures, that sort of thing. Now that place is always, always packed. Brands has worked so hard
to target with KFC. In order to attract customers of all ages, including many elderly, KFC provides a warm
and family reunion-like dining atmosphere and the diversified and localized-flavoured products. Based on the
appeal of young and liveliness, McDonald's expect to provide a relaxing and pleasant dining environment for
young people. The localized products are inspired by Indian cuisine; however, they are served in a fast food
way with reasonable price and good timing. See below for some great examples. Resources McDonald's and
KFC invested are cost-effective, thus they ensured the standardization of their basic products and services
nationwide. Source: Primary Data Related Papers. Working for In-N-Out might be a vacation job.
Newsjacking Acceptable conduct for brand Twitter accounts, when the news is good. Reasonably slick. Even
Mckids and McDonald's have the "blood" relation, it can get more attention at the beginning of the business
and gain access on the channel's success, but because of the brand, they have great sales resistance at final.
Through the questionnaires, the researcher found that most old people choose KFC restaurant because of their
good services and patient attitude. Cost Leadership Strategy From figure 6, we can easily see that a company
by using cost leadership strategy could has lower cost and high profit assuming they have same price with
competitors in the market. Perhaps its reluctant to turn people to Pinterest because of the Pinterest search
results , which are fun, but a tad more subversive, and definitely not brand-enhancing. Therefore, from a
strategic point of view, the main factors affecting the cost of doing business are economies of scale and cost of
material purchasing price. BrandRepublic 4. However, started from June in , due to McDonald's global
performance decline and cost control pressures, it started to decrease the price within ten products. There are
more than 30 type of new product launched in Indian market, among which at least half of with Indian
characteristics. The business was founded in by these 2 brothers. Doc88 c Under the influence of different
target markets, McDonald's and KFC vary in the products, promotion and even the decoration style very
much. By , there were more than 6, domestic branches. The samples i. After entering the Indian market,
McDonald's may take into account two considerations. The effects of innovation or scale economies enable
enterprises to use mixed strategy successfully. In addition, many McDonald's restaurants regularly made their
female employees arrange dancing activities for children. In addition to promoting its chicken items, KFC also
added plenty of vegetarian options. They are full use of the facilities in India is a big agricultural to guarantee
the maximum profit of KFC. In , McDonald's introduced its now world-famous Golden Arches logo. It has
become an integral part of the daily food. Initially, McDonald's franchise can be a new store, or it can be an
old one. The first part will introduce the thesis structure and the Indian fast-food restaurant development.
Every day there are more than 18 million people coming to McDonald's in more than 40 countries. Brands Inc.
All this you know.


